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Outline
Try to study the acceptance and background of photon+3jet events.

For the special study:
→ directly use photon candidate without any photon ID selection at RECO. Level
     (pT > 75, in both barrel and end-cap region, only leading one is selected)

→ photon at GEN. level  should pass the simple isolation cut
     (pT > 75, in both barrel and end-cap region, only leading one is selected)

The other selections just follow the original procedure.

For the original analysis results:
→ By applying complete DPS photon+3jets selection (loose photon cut is choosed)

For acceptance and background, one-to-one relationship between GEN. and RECO. 
would be considered. And we can make a comparison between the one without 
photonID selection and the one with complete loose photonID selection.
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1. Physics objective of the analysis: To measure the double parton scattering        
    (DPS) of photon+3 jets final state in both real cross section scale and                     
    normalization scale. The specific angular and momentum distribution, which can    
    reflect the correlation between the photon-jet pair and dijet pair, would be               
    investgated.

2. Analyzer: CMS software 4.2.5 version

3. MCs: Photon+Jet samples & QCD Dijet samples of Madgraph. 

    Selection:  Primary event vertex filter ( |z| < 24 cm, |d0| < 2 cm,  NDOF > =4 ),
                            Loose photon isolation cut for photon, 
                       Spike-removal cut for photon,

  Pixel seed veto (trackless requirement for photon),
                       Loose jet selection for Pfjets (AntiKT5 Pfjets),

                       P
T
 cut for leading photon = 75, P

T
 cut for leading jet = 75,

                       P
T
 cut for 2nd and 3rd leading jet = 20,

                       η cut for leading photon: |η|<1.442, 1.566<|η|<2.5,
                       η cut for jets: |η|<2.4 ,
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    Selection:  Jet-Vertex assocoation algorithm to request every selected jet must   
                       be associated with the hardest primary vertex.

                       In order to reduce the pile-up effect, we also request the associated  
                       track P

T
 sum of second primary vertex should be lower than 10 GeV
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Generator level info.:  Photon P
T
> 75 GeV, |η|<1.442, 1.566<|η|<2.5, Gen-Iso.

                                      1st Gen-Jet P
T
 > 75 GeV, |η|<2.4

                                      2nd & 3rd Gen-Jet P
T
 > 20 GeV, |η|<2.4

                                      jet cleaning wrt selected photon (dR >0.5)



DPS studyDPS study
Distinguishing variables: 1. ∆φ between photon and jet1

    2. pT imbalance between photon and jet1pT imbalance between photon and jet1

                                                                                                3. 3. ∆φ between jet2 and jet3∆φ between jet2 and jet3
                                                                                                4. pT imbalance between jet2 and jet34. pT imbalance between jet2 and jet3

                                       5. The pairing variables Spt, Sphi and The pairing variables Spt, Sphi and ∆∆SS

       

                                                                                            

∆ PT ( photon , jet1)=
P⃗T photon+ P⃗T jet1

∣P⃗T photon∣+∣P⃗T jet1∣

∆ PT ( jet2 , jet3)=
P⃗T jet2+ P⃗T jet3

∣P⃗T jet2∣+∣P⃗T jet3∣

S PT=
1

√2 √ P⃗T ( photon , jet1)

∣P⃗T photon∣+∣P⃗T jet1∣
+

P⃗T ( jet2 , jet3)

∣P⃗T jet2∣+∣P⃗T jet3∣

S φ=
1

√2π
√Δφ( photon , jet1)+Δφ( jet2 , jet3)
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PURITY, STABILITY, 
ACCEPTANCE, BACKGROUND
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 - Acceptance, Background, Purity, Stability for Δφ(γ,Jet1) - 

Study of Migration Effect
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No Photon ID selectionOriginal result with Photon ID selection
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 - Acceptance, Background, Purity, Stability for Δφ(Jet2,Jet3) - 

Study of Migration Effect
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No Photon ID selectionOriginal result with Photon ID selection
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 - Acceptance, Background, Purity, Stability for pT imbalance (γ,Jet1) - 

Study of Migration Effect
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No Photon ID selectionOriginal result with Photon ID selection

∆ PT ( photon , jet1)=
P⃗T photon+ P⃗T jet1

∣P⃗T photon∣+∣P⃗T jet1∣
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 - Acceptance, Background, Purity, Stability for pT imbalance (Jet2,Jet3) - 

Study of Migration Effect
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No Photon ID selectionOriginal result with Photon ID selection

∆ PT ( jet2 , jet3)=
P⃗T jet2+ P⃗T jet3

∣P⃗T jet2∣+∣P⃗T jet3∣
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Conclusion
We can find if we use the rough photon candidates directly without any photon ID 
selection, not only the acceptance will be higher, but also we we get much higher 
background rate (fake rate).

But basically, the purity and stability don't change too much. It seems there is almost 
 no difference if we don't use photon ID to select our event.

In the same time, the isolation cut for gen-photon maybe is another reason of high 
background rate.
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